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FORKLIFT SIGHT SOLUTIONS
Forklift trucks play a vital role in your logistics processes - their agility allows you to make the best
possible use of expensive storage space. An experienced forklift truck operator can manoeuvre
pallets and packages into every available space. There is only one factor that limits how quickly and
effectively the driver can work: his view. Of the fork position. Of the load. Of his surroundings.
Orlaco cameras are specially designed with the roughest jobs in mind. They are shock-resistant and
maintain a sharp image no matter the working conditions. Even in low light, the operator can still
see the forks and the surrounding area. Not only does the monitor provide greater visibility,
it also eases the strain on the operator. It is positioned within the operator’s natural field of vision,
allowing him to work more quickly, efficiently and comfortably.

FRONTVIEW
The Frontview system allows the driver to see the area in
front of the forklift truck. Even with a load on the forks,
the driver maintains a view of what happens in front.
The camera is mounted on the mast’s fixed outer stage.
The robust monitor is supplied
with a fully adjustable
clamp bracket that is
mounted in the
truck’s cabin.

VIEW-ON-FORKS
Loading and unloading of trucks often requires the forks to be
at a height where the view of the forks is blocked by the fork
carriage. The View-on-forks system allows the driver to maintain a
view of the forks.
The camera is mounted in or under the fork carriage. The monitor
is supplied with a fully adjustable clamp bracket that is mounted
on the truck’s guardrail.

VIEW-ON-FORKS CAMERA KIT 3-STAGE MAST
■■

Camera FAMOS 102°

■■

Monitor 7” RLED, including adjustable bracket

■■

Mast cable 11m

■■

Pulley (2x)

■■

Springset (2x)

■■

Rubber mounts Compact Camera
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FAMOS COMPACT CAMERA
■■

Next generation CMOS sensor

■■

Light sensitivity 0.05 lux

■■

Integrated ticker indicates
when the camera is active

■■

Operating temperature -40°C to +85°C

■■

Chemically hardened glass

■■

Epoxy-filled housing, watertight IP69K

■■

Heated lens glass prevents condensation
or frost problems

■■

Impact and vibration proof

REARVIEW
In confined areas or unclear situations it is
often difficult to estimate the space behind the
forklift truck accurately. Also, frequent driving
in reverse causes strain on the driver’s neck
and shoulder muscles. The Rearview system
ensures a safe environment in which the
physical strain for the driver is minimal.
The camera is mounted on the back of the
truck. The robust monitor is supplied with a
fully adjustable clamp bracket that is mounted
in the truck’s cabin.

FRONTVIEW / REARVIEW CAMERA KIT
■■

Camera FAMOS 118°

■■

Monitor 7” RLED, including adjustable
bracket

■■

Multi cable 5m

P/n 3116816

RADAREYE
RadarEye is an active signaling system, which is used in
combination with our Orlaco camera systems and offers
additional safety and efficiency. RadarEye warns the operator
with audible tones that increase in rate as objects come closer.

RADAREYE REARVIEW KITS

ADD RADAREYE TO INCREASE
SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

RadarEye set centre rear
Interface box
RadarEye cable M12 Green 5m
Camera FAMOS 118°, including raincover
Monitor 7” RLED, including adjustable bracket
Mast cable 5m

P/n 3117003
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OPTIONS AVAILABLE FROM HYSTER
VIEW-ON-FORKS CAMERA
■■
■■

P/n 3116813

FAMOS 102° PAL MaxView
Camera with fisheye correction

P/n 3116811

FRONTVIEW / REARVIEW CAMERA
■■

FAMOS 118° PAL

P/n 3116806

MONITOR 7” RLED R 4 CS
■■
■■
■■

4m multi cable (power) open wired, 4m multi
cable (video) with 4p female connector
User-adjustable 132mm mounting bracket
Suitable for (open) cold store applications

DYNAMIC CABLE (MAST CABLE)
■■
■■
■■

P/n 3116810

Length 11.2m
Soft cover with small bend radius
Includes 4p molded connectors

MULTI CABLE STANDARD
■■

Length 5m

■■

Includes 4p molded connectors

P/n 3114884

PULLEY FOR DYNAMIC CABLE

P/n 3114879

■■

Diameter: 80mm

■■

Stainless steel brackets and anodized aluminium pulley

■■

Suitable for -50°C ... +150°C

SPRING SET FOR DYNAMIC CABLE
■■

P/n 3114878

For pre-tensioning of the mast cable

RUBBER SHOCK ABSORBERS
■■

P/n 3116815

For installation on positions where the camera can
suffer impact
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